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Drive affords chance for reflection
By Bishop Matthew H. Clark
I was grateful for the dry roads and
bright skies as I drove to the College of
the Holy Cross in Worcester,
Massachusetts, late last week. The
pleasant conditions would have been
welcome at any time. But I appreciated
them especially during this Advent
season because they allowed for a peaceful silence I needed and found most
enjoyable.
The weeks following my July vacation
had been very busy, and I was becoming
more and more aware of losing the
contemplative dimension of life. I don't
mean anything fancy by that term. I simply mean that I noticed myself becoming
so active — inside and outside — that I
was not as available to life and to its
meaning as I would like to be. I wasn't
stopping enough to remember the
important moments or to draw meaning
from them. I wasn't taking time to savor
the beautiful or rejoice in the good. I
wasn't allowing myself to be silent or just
to be.
I don't mean to suggest that those quiet hours on the road turned my life
around. They did not, nor do I have anything particularly exciting to report
about the journey.
But I did find joy in the quiet beauty
of the Berkshires. They are a quiet graybrown now, and offer the rich beauty of
autumn's quieter face.

LONG THE WAY
It was a pleasure to revisit significant
moments of weeks past, to appreciate
the deeper meaning of each and to
consider them in relation to one
another.
And, I must confess, I appreciated the
privacy that allowed me die freedom at
one moment to sing duets with Barbra
Streisand and, at another, to conduct
Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony.
Most of all I relished die opportunity
to be quiet and to remember in the
silence how important it is to be in touch
as best I can with my own center, to be
attentive to God's often quiet whisper in
my life. Without such moments I can
lose track of who I really am. I don't
know about you, but when that happens
in my life I gradually lose my capacity to

be compassionate toward others. It
becomes more difficult to laugh or to
cry; much easier to be harsh and
negative.
Sister Joan Chittister, OSB, has
written, " Silence is the lost art of this
society. Every waking moment is filled
with noises competing with themselves
for attention. Shouting has replaced
reason; force has replaced diplomacy.
Screaming has replaced conversation as
die family communication pattern of
choice. And most of all, though no
society in history has communicated as
much as diis one, whole businesses have
been built around fixing bad
communication when silence may be
what is really lacking in die human mix."
I do believe diat silence has been missing in die mix of my life recently. I'm
grateful for the opportunity for the
silent time afforded me by die trip to
Holy Cross. It reminded me diat such
moments should be a part of every day
— that diey are not a luxury. Rather, they
are crucial to our well-being because
they allow us to be aware of our own
inner depdis and of die presence of our
God so lovingly available to us there.
If you feel in any way harried or out of
touch with what you judge to be
beautiful and true and life-giving, you
may find some renewal in the silence to
which we're invited in a special way
during diis Advent season.
Peace to all.
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Get your '94-95

Diocesan
Directory!
Available Now!
This 150-page loose-leaf book is
your guide to every parish,
office, agency and organization
in the 12-eounty Diocese of
Rochester. It contains telephone listings for ail clergy and
church personnel, as well as
complete Mass schedules
for every parish in the diocese!
Mail orders may be placed
by sending the coupon below — with
payment — to the address indicated on
the coupon.
• NO PRICE INCREASE *

Directory Pages
with Binders
1-3 sets
$15 each
4 or more sets

'

$12 each

Directory Pages only
1-3 sets
4-6 sets
7 or more sets

$9.50 each
$8.00 each
$7.00 each

1994-95 DIOCESAN DIRECTORY c/o CATHOLIC COURIER
1150 BUFFALO ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14624
Enclosed please find $
for
page sets only
Enclosed please find $
for
page sets with binders
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Back for one week only, this joyous and inspirational
musical celebration based on the Gospel according to St.
Matthew is perfect for the entire family ! Featuring
favorite songs like "Day By Day", "Prepare Ye", "All
Good Gifts", and more. "The cast members give a new
meaning to the words talent, freshness, and energy...
the cast is in perpetual motion and their ability to
express and relate their roles to the audience is
delightful. For a time of your life and a production
worth seeing, see Godspell." - Courier-Journal

